Effects of confinement in chaperonin assisted protein folding: rate enhancement by decreasing the roughness of the folding energy landscape.
Chaperonins, such as the GroE complex of the bacteria Escherichia coli, assist the folding of proteins under non-permissive folding conditions by providing a cavity in which the newly translated or translocated protein can be encapsulated. Whether the chaperonin cage plays a passive role in protecting the protein from aggregation, or an active role in accelerating folding rates, remains a matter of debate. Here, we investigate the role of confinement in chaperonin mediated folding through molecular dynamics simulations. We designed a substrate protein with an alpha/beta sandwich fold, a common structural motif found in GroE substrate proteins and confined it to a spherical hydrophilic cage which mimicked the interior of the GroEL/ES cavity. The thermodynamics and kinetics of folding were studied over a wide range of temperature and cage radii. Confinement was seen to significantly raise the collapse temperature, T(c), as a result of the associated entropy loss of the unfolded state. The folding temperature, T(f), on the other hand, remained unaffected by encapsulation, a consequence of the folding mechanism of this protein that involves an initial collapse to a compact misfolded state prior to rearranging to the native state. Folding rates were observed to be either accelerated or retarded compared to bulk folding rates, depending on the temperature of the simulation. Rate enhancements due to confinement were observed only at temperatures above the temperature T(m), which corresponds to the temperature at which the protein folds fastest. For this protein, T(m) lies above the folding temperature, T(f), implying that encapsulation alone will not lead to a rate enhancement under conditions where the native state is stable (T<T(f)). For confinement to positively impact folding rates under physiological conditions, it is hence necessary for the protein to exhibit a folding transition above the temperature at which it exhibits its fastest folding rate (T(m)<T(f)). We designed a protein with this property by reducing the energetic frustration in the original alpha/beta sandwich substrate protein. The modified protein exhibited a twofold acceleration in folding rates upon encapsulation. This rate enhancement is due to a mechanistic change in folding involving the elimination, upon encapsulation, of accessible local energy minima corresponding to structures with large radii of gyration. For this protein, confinement hence plays more than the role of a passive cage, but rather adopts an active role, accelerating folding rates by decreasing the roughness of the energy landscape of the protein.